Press Release 02/2020 –
New from BESSEY: One-handed table clamp set EZR15-6SET

For rails and much more
This will elicit a surprised “wow” from many users: The new EZR not only
extends the BESSEY range of high quality table clamps with a one-handed
version. Besides its actual purpose, it has many other possible uses on top
of that.
One clamp, dozens of possibilities
The EZR one-handed table clamp has a special guide on the upper part for
grooves 12 x 6.5 mm to 12 x 8 mm and a special adapter on the lower part.
Equipped this way, it securely fixes guide rails of various brands with up to 750 N
clamping force. The clamp is also suitable for clamping in profiles and on work
tables. Thanks to the many tool-free options for changing the upper part and
adapter, there are always new applications for the clamp: for normal clamping or
spreading as well as for step-over fixing work when the adapter is pushed onto
the upper or lower part.
Comfortable and durable
The EZR enables both ergonomic and safe handling. Its high quality 2component plastic handle with pump lever behind the rail ensures a secure grip
from both directions. Thanks to the release lever positioned in the handle, the
sliding arm can be quickly adjusted and the clamp removed when the work is
complete. Equally “handy”: A crossed v-groove integrated in the plastic protective
caps for securely fixing round, pointed and angular components.
BESSEY also makes no compromises in terms of robustness with the new onehanded table clamp. This is once again made possible by the focus on quality,
coupled with a high level of practical know-how. Upper and lower parts made of
glass fibre reinforced polyamide combine with a profiled rail made of tempered
and burnished steel to form a one-handed clamp that is as practical as it is
durable. Additionally the plastic housing also protects the handle mechanism from
dust and splintering.
EZR15-6SET, two of the one-handed table clamps with 150 mm opening width
(spreading width 120-310 mm) and 60 mm throat depth are available at a price of
39.50 EUR (MSRP excl. VAT).

At BESSEY, we have a long tradition of producing such innovative, practical product solutions as this. Since the
cold drawn steel plant was founded in Stuttgart in 1889, the Bietigheim-Bissingen based company continues to raise
the bar in clamping and cutting technology. Currently offering more than 1,600 products, BESSEY has a specific
solution for practically every application. Our focus is on precision and durability, convenience and safety.
“To stop improving is to stop being good.” This was the motto of company founder Max Bessey and it remains
our guiding principle today – in all that we do and produce. This means that we are constantly developing new
products and improving existing ones to make the user's life easier, on the basis of innovative ideas. Such
innovations are worthwhile.
You can also find more information on our long-established German company and its products at www.bessey.de
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